2002 Beltway Bandits
Round 10
Questions written by James Quintong

"Hi, my name is Clippy."

TOSSUPS

1. According to legend, she only washes her face with Evian spring water, somewhat fitting as her name is Gaelic for “crooked stream.” She was set to play Sonya Blade in “Mortal Kombat” until a broken wrist knocked her out of that role. Lesser known roles include Jude in “The Last Supper” and Heather Davis in “She’s the One.” More familiar roles include Lotte Schwartz in “Being John Malkovich” and Julie Gianni in “Vanilla Sky.” FTP, name this actress who played the title heroine in “There’s Something About Mary.”
ANS: Cameron Diaz

2. He assumed the new spelling of his first name from misspelled name tag when he worked at a Pizza Hut. While at Kent State, he wrote and illustrated his first book “World War Won.” It was a step up from his days in second grade when his teacher set up a desk for him in the hall and also introduced him to the great humor in the word underwear. FTP, name this author whose used his childhood experiences to pen the successful Captain Underpants series of books.
ANS: Dav Pilkey

3. At different points in the 2001 season, the starting quarterback and running back for the Carolina Panthers were alumni of this school, Matt Lytle and Nick Goings. In 2000, Goings backed up current San Francisco 49er Kevan Barlow. The school could have a first-round NFL draft pick this spring with receiver Antonio Bryant, but its most distinguished alumnus currently in the league is former fourth-round pick Curtis Martin. FTP, name this Big East school nicknamed the Panthers.
ANS: University of Pittsburgh

4. The earliest version of these was introduced in 1917 while the primary spokesperson was hired in 1921. By 1923, they were named after him. In 1966, they finally came in colors other than black and white, and in 1970, a suede version was released. In 1986, a knee-high version was created, in which the top folds down to the standard high-top height. Named for a famous basketball player, FTP, identify this perennially popular brand of canvas sneakers produced by Converse.
ANS: Chuck Taylor All-Stars

5. He starred in the comedy “Spirit of ’76,” playing Chevron-17. A common collaborator with Wes Anderson, he arranged a Casio-like version of “Hey Jude” for the opening scene of “The Royal Tenenbaums.” Some of his greatest success came on TV composing the theme music for “Beakman’s World” and “Pee Wee’s Playhouse” as well as providing most of the music for “Rugrats.” FTP, name this prolific musician, the lead singer of Devo.
ANS: Mark Mothersbaugh

6. The name’s the same. In 1942, it starred William Powell, Hedy Lamarr and Basil Rathbone in a story about a diplomat blackmailed for crimes committed while he had amnesia. In 1986, it starred Ralph Macchio tracking down an old blues musician in New Orleans. In 2002, it’s a story of three Georgia high school girls traveling across the country to chase their dreams. FTP, name this title shared by the above movies, the last being the film debut of Britney Spears.
ANS: Crossroads

7. A graduate of Eric Hamber High School in Vancouver, she has yet to leave her hometown for her TV acting gigs. Canadian TV fans know her as the pretty Laurel Yeung on the teen drama “Edgemont.” A courtesy casting call netted her the role of Snow White for an upcoming ABC movie. However, she is best known for playing arguably Kansas’ most beautiful high school student, and the object of Clark Kent’s affections. FTP, name this actress who plays Lana Lang on “Smallville.”
ANS: Kristin Kreuk

8. Lee Ann Womack is featured on “Mendocino Country Line.” Bonnie Raitt appears on “You Remain.” The most bizarre collaboration features Kid Rock on the Bernie Taupin-written “Last Stand in Open Country.” Matchbox 20’s Rob Thomas produced this album and wrote a handful of songs including “Maria (Shut Up and Kiss Me).” It’s sort of follow-up to Santana’s “Supernatural” as Thomas helps prop up another music legend. FTP, name this 2002 release by Willie Nelson.
ANS: The Great Divide

9. He wins tournament titles in bunches, taking his first two ATP titles - in Copenhagen and St. Petersburg -- in consecutive weeks in 1997. He won in consecutive weeks again in 2001, but most people remember him being upset in the second round at Wimbledon by Andy Roddick. Marat Safin defeated him in the third round of the U.S. Open last year, but he got his revenge this year. FTP, name this Swede who beat Safin to win the 2002 Australian Open.
ANS: Thomas Johansson

10. Danny DeVito and Sylvester Stallone have uncredited roles in this film, and future sitcom stars Charlotte Rae and Conrad Bain both have small roles. Howard Cosell plays himself in the opening scene, providing commentary for an assassination. The gist of the movie has Nancy wanting more leadership qualities from boyfriend Fielding Mellish, so Mellish heads to San Marcos, eventually becoming president and winning back Nancy. FTP, name this Woody Allen political farce.
ANS: Bananas

11. It recently filed a $100,000 lawsuit against Michael Lasseter, the Georgia football fan who briefly shut down Atlanta’s Hartsfield Airport in November. It recently added Rochester and Baltimore to its growing list of destinations. Among its special services are standby X-Fares for young adults and the A-Plus Rewards frequent flyer program. FTP, name this discount airline flying primarily out of Atlanta, the remnants of the former ValuJet.
ANS: AirTran

12. While she shed tears for George Harrison in January, she’s often seen wearing t-shirts of country stars like the Dixie Chicks and Toby Keith. Modeled after Abby Bohnet, she debuted in 1923 and appeared in cheesecake-like comics until 1958. However, by 1938 she had been made a secondary character in the strip originally named for her and was phased out for much of the 1980s before Guy Gilchrist brought her back in 1995 with her old sultry look. FTP, name this curvaceous caretaker of Nancy.
ANS: Aunt Fritzi Ritz

13. New Providence colony disappears, leaving only a gaping hole in the ground. Lt. Commander Elizabeth Shelby, assigned to the Enterprise after the disappearance leads to suspicion of the Borg, wants Commander Riker's job -- and gets it, briefly, when Captain Picard is kidnapped transformed into Locutus. FTP, this is what episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation?
A: The Best of Both Worlds part 1

14. The number 3 song for 2001 on the Billboard modern rock chart, this single had the honor of topping Billboard’s year-end Hot 100 chart despite never reaching number 1 on that chart during its run. While it sounds like an uptempo love song, songwriter Jason Wade says it’s about spiritual longing, with the line “I’m falling even more in love in you” referring to God as opposed to a significant other. The first track of the 2000 album “No Name Face,” FTP, name this biggest hit for Lifehouse.
ANS: Hanging by a Moment

15. A group of programmers called the Blue Sky Rangers created the first games for this system’s launch.  Among the more popular games were three titles devoted to the movie “Tron,” “Las Vegas Poker and Blackjack,” and Astrosmash. The unique controller featured a 12-key keypad, four action buttons and a 16-direction golden disk plus plastic overlays used over the controller to tell players how buttons were used in each game. FTP, name this video game system produced by Mattel that rivaled the Atari 2600.
ANS: Intellivision

16. He hopes to get his career jumpstarted with Texas this season after a disastrous 2001 campaign that saw him go winless for the Expos, get demoted to the minors and suspended for showing up for a start in Ottawa while drunk. He went just 2-7 in two seasons for Montreal after winning 29 games and two World Series rings in three years for the Yankees. However, he never lived up to expectations in the Bronx and was once called a “fat … toad” by George Steinbrenner. FTP, name this much maligned Japanese pitcher.
ANS: Hideki Irabu

17. Pancakes with syrup on Tuesday; lime green Jello and eight fish sticks on Wednesday; 12 cheese balls before bed. Such is the routine of this devoted fan of “The People’s Court” whose underwear is purchased at K-Mart. When nervous, he mutters the entire “Who’s on First?” routine, and he’s got a knack for counting things quickly like spilled toothpicks or a six-deck blackjack shoot. FTP, name this autistic savant that netted Dustin Hoffman an Oscar.
ANS: Raymond Babbitt or Rain Man

18. A recently divorced law school professor at the University of Virginia is called to Clanton, Mississippi. His father, a formerly powerful judge turned recluse, wants to discuss the family estate with the professor, Ray Atlee, and his black sheep brother Forrest. However, the father dies before the meeting takes place and Ray learns some dark secrets about his family that could impact his life. So goes the story, FTP, of this most recent novel by John Grisham.
ANS: The Summons  

19. According to The Onion, this group returned to the musical scene in 1997 with an unannounced gig at Chicago’s Lounge Ax theatre in advance of a reunion to produce a darker follow-up to their 1985 hit. They had originally broken up in May 1986 after infighting between keyboardist Gary Fencik and lead singer Willie Gault. However, William Perry, Jim McMahon, and - before his death - were ready to reprise their roles. FTP, name this musical act who performed the infamous “Super Bowl Shuffle.”
ANS: Chicago Bears Shufflin’ Crew (prompt on Chicago Bears)

20. His first initial is R., and this widower was dating Lee Potter for a while before marrying Emily Hanover. He spent much of his time on his boat Fiji, and at Danny’s, the bar at the marina where his boat was docked. At work, he often got help from officers Lt. Monahan and Sgt. Brill, not to mention assistant Sam Fujiyama. However, he often clashed with Dr. Robert Astin about overstepping of bounds of his role as coroner to solve crimes. FTP, name this TV medical examiner played by Jack Klugman.
ANS: Quincy, M.E.

21. The 1998 album “Spin This” was forced to carry this band’s name, even though it was just a solo project by Danny Wilde. However, Wilde and bandmate Phil Solem reunited for the 2001 album “Lost Together,” which hopes to remind people of their early days that featured the hits “Johnny Have You Seen Her” and “That’s Just the Way It Is Baby.” However, they don’t mind being associated with the ubiquitous theme song that brought them their most fame. FTP, name this duo known for “I’ll Be There for You.” 
ANS: The Rembrandts

22. Kimberly Johnston, 145 pounds. Toby Norman, 91 pounds. Sean O’Kane, 95 pounds. Jackie Biesanz, 95 pounds. Kenneth Sanford, 56 pounds. Myra Jackson, 30 pounds. All of these people lost that much weight by a following a diet not sponsored by, but featuring food from, FTP, this sandwich chain that’s made a star of Jared Fogle.
ANS: Subway

23. This place will celebrate Founders Day in May, marking the 70th anniversary when Frieda Center and her husband Gordon, the inventor of miniature golf, opened it for business. In the fall, you can walk through the cornfield maze, in the winter you can see the Enchanted Garden of Lights. Other attractions here include Fairyland Caverns, Mother Goose Village, Fat Man’s Squeeze and Swing-A-Long Bridge. FTP, name this geological roadside wonder in Chattanooga where you can allegedly see seven states.
ANS: Rock City
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1. Given a song that topped the Billboard chart on this date (or close to it) in the given year, name the performer on a 5-10-20-30 basis:
a. 1992, “I’m Too Sexy” (yes, it’s been 10 years since this hit the top spot, be afraid)
ANS: Right Said Fred 
b. 1982, “Centerfold”
ANS: J. Geils Band
c. 1972, “Without You”
ANS: Harry Nilsson
d 1962, “Duke of Earl”
ANS: Gene Chandler

2. Paula Zahn may not want to be considered sexy, but how about these other “news babes”? Identify these other pretty news faces from clues FTP each.
a. She has become MSNBC’s “It” girl since September 11 thanks in part to her blonde hair that became brown in Afghanistan as well as those trademark glasses.
ANS: Ashleigh Banfield
b. According the FHM magazine, this leggy blonde, who has worked for both CNN and MSNBC and  is currently with Fox News, was the pick for top “news babe.”
ANS: Laurie Dhue
c. CNN got slightly younger, hipper and prettier by hiring this MTV News reporter in 2002 to do split duty between the two networks. 
ANS: Serena Altschul

3. Identify these Carl Hiaasen books from clues FTP each. 
a. His most recent work focuses on Jack Tagger, an investigative reporter demoted to the obit desk who stumbles across slew of murders of rock musicians. A frozen lizard is used as a weapon at one point.
ANS: Basket Case
b. The title refers to a Labrador retriever named Boodle and an eco-terrorist named Twilly Spree who tries to stop Palmer Stoat from turning a pristine island into a luxury condo community
ANS: Sick Puppy
c. Brian Keyes, a former reporter turned private eye, investigates a series of murders, including that of a Shriner and of the head of the chamber of commerce who was found with a toy alligator in his throat.
ANS: Tourist Season

4. Identify the Greek organization from “Revenge of the Nerds” from clues for the stated number of points.
a. (5) This is the fraternity that eventually takes in the nerds.
ANS: Lambda Lambda Lambda 
b. (5) The evil jocks belonged to this rival fraternity.
ANS: Alpha Beta
c. (10) This sorority joins forces with the Tri-Lams to win the Greek carnival.
ANS: Omega Mu
d. (10) The nerds conduct a panty raid at this sorority as a cover for them to bug the house with video cameras.
ANS: Pi Delta Pi

5. Answer these questions about those adorable Monchichis FTP each. 
a. This was the name of the aged Papa Smurf-like character that serves as the group elder.
ANS: Wizzar
b. Every group of cute kids needs an even tinier, cuter kid to turn up the adorable factor. For the Monchichis, this character fits the bill.
ANS: Thumkii
c. This slimy, evil group harassed the Monchichis.
ANS: Grumplins

6. JQ originally wrote a bonus here about the same damn alt rock bands everyone else also wrote about. So instead, identify these Pink Floyd songs from lyrics, 5-10-20-30. (We’ll even be nice and avoid the 60s stuff.)  
 a. “You raise the blade/ you make the change/ you rearrange me ‘til I’m sane.” 
 “Brain Damage” or “Brain Damage/Eclipse”
 b. “We’re just two lost souls swimming in a fishbowl / Year after year.”
 “Wish You Were Here”
 c. “Wave upon wave of demeted avengers march cheerfully out of obscurity into a dream.”
 “Sheep” 
 d. “Ooh / I need a dirty woman / Ooh / I need a dirty girl.”
 “Young Lust”

7. They may not be good now, but the future is bright. Identify these Atlanta Thrashers FTP each.
a. The number one overall pick in the 2001 draft, this 18-year-old Russian led all NHL rookies in goals at the All-Star break.
ANS: Ilya Kovalchuk
b. The number two overall pick in the 2000 draft, this former Wisconsin player led all NHL rookies in assists at the All-Star break.
ANS: Dany Heatley
c. While these two rookies have flourished, this number one overall pick in the 1999 draft has struggled in Atlanta. He was in the minors during his bobblehead night earlier this season.
ANS: Patrik Stefan

8. Musicians want to be actors and actors want to be musicians, both with mixed results. Given a musical act, identify the actor who fronts it FTP each.
a. Tenacious D
ANS: Jack Black
b. The Accelerators
ANS: Bruce Willis
c. Phantom Planet
ANS: Jason Schwartzman

9. There are numerous outlets to buy “As Seen on TV” products both on the Net and at a mall near you. Identify these “As Seen on TV” products from clues FTP each.
a. From the makers of OrangeGlo and Orange Clean, and advertised on TV by that loud annoying bearded guy, is this stain cleaner powered by the air you breathe.
ANS: OxiClean
b.  If you need to stop that annoying drip drop, use this sealant in a can on your pipes, gutters and drains.
ANS: Leak Ender 2000
c. Having problems sleeping, try using this Japanese pillow that’s filled with buckwheat husks.
ANS: Makura Sobakawa pillow

10. Name these films directed by Steven Soderbergh FTP each.
a. In this film, Spalding Gray decides against eye surgery and searches alternate form of treatment, including psychic surgeons and Christian Scientists.
ANS: Gray’s Anatomy
b. His last film before his 1-2 punch of “Erin Brokovich” and “Traffic,” it stars Terence Stamp as an ex-con just released from prison trying to investigate the death of his daughter.
ANS: The Limey
c. Adapted from an Elmore Leonard novel, George Clooney is a career bank robber who busts out of jail then falls in love with an FBI agent played by Jennifer Lopez who’s chasing him. 
ANS: Out of Sight

11. Given a clue, identify these shows that played on ABC just before Monday Night Football for the stated number of points.
a. 15: The first show with a successful run before MNF was this show that ran on Monday nights from 1972-75 about young California cops starring Georg Stanford Brown, Michael Ontkean and Kate Jackson.
ANS: The Rookies
b. 10: Another pre-MNF success story was this forerunner of today’s “reality TV” that ran before the game from 1980-83 hosted by Fran Tarkenton, Cathy Lee Crosby and John Davidson.
ANS: That’s Incredible
c. 5: The most successful pre-MNF show was this adventure series starring Richard Dean Anderson. It ran before football from 1986 until 1991.
ANS: MacGyver

12. Hard to believe this year will mark the 18th Wrestlemania. Answer these questions about that first spectacle FTP each.
a. This large, bald wrestler and one-time pitchman for Wang Computers defeated S.D. Jones in nine seconds for the shortest match in Wrestlemania history.
ANS: King Kong Bundy
b. Andre the Giant won $15,000 by bodyslamming this “big” man in the body slam challenge.
ANS: Big John Studd
c. The main event featured Hulk Hogan and Mr. T teaming up against Rowdy Roddy Piper, and this wrestler, also known as Mr. Wonderful.
ANS: Paul Orndorff

13. Sometimes editorial cartoonists branch off into the regular comics pages. Given a clue about the cartoon and his “day job,” identify the cartoonist FTP each.
PART: His main job is drawing for the Cincinnati Enquirer. He’s been pretty successful chronicling the awkward teenage years in “Zits.”
ANS: Jim  Borgman
PART: His strip “Super Zeros” bombed but he’s still got his gig at the Atlanta Journal-Constitution .
ANS: Mike Luckovich
PART: Before his untimely death, this Chicago Tribune cartoonist was working on two strips, “Shoe” and “The Pluggers.”
ANS: Jeff MacNelly

14. Cosmo Kramer, working man. Identify these odd jobs held, or not held, by the K-Man on a 5-10-20-30 basis. 
a. For 12 years, Kramer was actually on strike from H&H, a store that sold these food items.
ANS: bagels
b. Kramer also landed a plum gig modeling underwear for this fashion designer.
ANS: Calvin Klein
c. At one point, Kramer somehow assumed an office job. To cover up the fact that he had no idea what he was doing, he carried these in his briefcase to work.
ANS: crackers
d. Sometimes Kramer would assume this last name, when he pretend to be “an industrialist, a philanthropist, and a bicyclist.” 
 ANS : Pennypacker

15. Identify these games for Xbox from a description FTP each.
PART: Mr. Burns bought all of Springfield’s buses, and it’s up to all of the citizens of town to turn their cars into cabs to raise money to buy back the buses before it’s all too late in this racing game.
ANS: Simpsons Road Rage
PART: This sci-fi shooter puts you on an alien ring world fighting off mankind’s sworn enemy, the Covenant.
ANS: Halo
PART: The title character is a fugitive undercover cop framed for murder who is being hunted by cops and the mob in the midst of a blizzard in New York City.
ANS: Max Payne

16. Until this season, the New Jersey Nets were considered a joke in NBA circles. But there were still some memorable Nets over the years. Identify them from clues FTP each.
a. The demise of the Nets in the NBA could be traced to their selling of this superstar to the 76ers just after the ABA merger.
ANS: Julius Erving or Dr. J
b. This migrant coach left the Nets just before the playoffs in 1982 to take the job at Kansas.
ANS: Larry Brown
PART: He is still the team’s all-time leader in points and rebounds. He was traded in 1989 to Portland for a draft pick that would become Mookie Blaylock.
ANS: Buck Williams

17. Name the following novels of the "Big fucking rock hitting the Earth" genre FTPE:
a. In this Niven/Barnes/Pournelle work, amateur astronomer Tim Hamner discovers a "giant ice cream sundae" which destroys civilization; afterwards, survivors in the San Joaquin (wah-KEEN) valley pick up the pieces.
A: Lucifer’s Hammer
b. In this semi-steampunk novel by Daniel Keyes, the first volume of the Age of Unreason tetralogy, Benjamin Franklin and a team of mathematicians working for Louis XIV cause a comet to destroy London.
A: Newton’s Cannon
c. This Arthur C. Clarke work, set in 2110, tells of the spaceship Goliath's mission to destroy a giant asteroid while hindered by religious fanatics.
A: The Hammer of God

18. Puff Daddy may take the “credit” for his first number 1 hit “Can’t Nobody Hold Me Down,” but much of the song features big contributions from other artists. Answer the following about the song on 5-10-20-30 basis.
a. This Puffy protégé makes his initial debut as a featured artist on the song.
ANS: Mase
b. The title of the song is taken from a line in this 1985 top 10 hit by Matthew Wilder.
ANS: Break My Stride
c. The primary musical hook is sampled from this rap classic by Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five.
ANS: The Message
d. Ths song appeared on this album by “Puff Daddy And The Family,” which featured many other instances of hijacked hooks and consripted collaborators. 
ANS: “No Way Out”

19. Identify these movies starring the late, great Jimmy Stewart FTP each.
PART: Stewart stars with John Wayne in this John Ford classic about a senator returning home to attend the funeral of an old friend while setting the record straight over his famous killing.
ANS: The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance
PART: Stewart was nominated for five Best Actor Oscars but won just once, in 1941, for this comedy also starring Cary Grant and Katherine Hepburn about a society girl wanting a “down-to-earth” romance.
ANS: The Philadelphia Story
PART: Stewart’s last role was as the voice of Wylie Burp in this sequel to the animated “An American Tail.”
ANS: An American Tail: Fievel Goes West

20. One day last summer, the “New York Post’s” Page Six gossip column turned into the sports pages thanks to some interesting couplings of baseball and soccer players. Answer questions about these pairings for the stated number of points.
PART: (5,5) Five points each, identify the Washington Freedom star and the Boston Red Sox All-Star rumored to be dating according to that column. She would divorce her husband soon after.
ANS: Mia Hamm and Nomar Garciaparra
PART: (10) This former soccer star at Florida, currently playing for the WUSA’s Philadelphia Charge reportedly turned down numerous serious advances from John Cusack.
ANS: Heather Mitts
PART: (10) Part of the reason Mitts turned down Cusack was that at the time she was dating this Philadelphia Phillies slugger who did a very candid interview with Penthouse early in 2001.
ANS: Pat Burrell

21. Guess what folks? The new season of Battlebots is upon us with some new faces assuming the stock roles on the show. Answer these questions on the commentators of the new Battlebots FTP each.
PART: Replacing Sean Salisbury as the ex-NFL player-turned-color analyst who’s looking for a bit of extra cash is this former Atlanta Falcons lineman and accomplished author.
ANS: Tim Green
PART: Replacing Donna D’Errico as the former Playboy model-turned-Baywatch actress-turned Playboy model who provides that rare inflated female perspective is this ex-wife of Dennis Rodman.
ANS: Carmen Electra
PART: Still occupying the role of wannabe sports broadcaster stuck doing near-sports shows is this former host of “Ultimate Fan League.” What? Matt Vasgersian wasn’t available?
ANS: Bill Dwyer

22. 30-20-10 Name the director from films. 
 30 : “Streamers” and “A Perfect Couple” 
 20 : “McCabe & Mrs. Miller” and “Dr. T And The Women”
 10 : “Nashville” and “M*A*S*H”
ANS: Robert Altman 

23. Identify these people and places from Lemony Snicket’s “A Series of Unfortunate Events” books for the stated number of points.
a. (5,5) The names of the Baudelaire children were obviously inspired by the Von Bulow case. Five points each, name any two of the three children.
ANS: Klaus, Sunny, Violet
b. (10) After their parents die, the children are sent to live with this evil relative who has an eye on the orphans’ fortune.
ANS: Count Olaf
c. (10) Among the adventures the children have had to overcome was an attacked by leeches in this lake.
ANS: Lake Lachrymose


